
The Plight of Amanda by Amasaba Abdul-Yakeen Aluizah

July 23, 2008 Amanda and her other colleagues where forcefully ejected from a stable

that was home to their ancestors since colonial days.  Since their ejection, Amanda has

watched forty equine colleagues that did not have the endurance to withstand the

vagaries of the tropical weather suffer and pass into the world of the silent ones.

Amanda who was velvet white, having suffered the scorching heat of the sun, rainfall,

morning dew and the cold has her colour turned to brown.  Skin diseases are common

among her and her colleagues.    Amanda and her siblings who used to run races to

entertain the Ghanaian public are now exposed to humiliation, the public pass by and

watch them with disdain. They call them names: dirty and lazy animals, who have nothing

to show, odd creatures who are a nuisance, whose faecal matter is growing into tiny

mountains.

The horses are living next to the government ministries which are the heart of

government and public business. Sunshine, rain and public eyes are all they got. The

owners are doing well to get them in good health, provide them the best feed and

exercise.

These horses like other vulnerable poor have seen the rich and powerful twist the law to

“lawfully” acquire the land which housed them for so many generations.  Amanda’s home

–the Accra race course is now in the hands of a private business person-currently being

developed into an international hotel.

The alternative place for Amanda is at the outskirts –about 15km-of the city.  Nmadzorn,

according to the horse attendants and owners, is infested with tsetse flies. The soil is also
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clay in character and lacks good grass and water. The road leading to the place is

un-motorable. 

Some siblings of Amanda’s like Liberty and Seabird- a thoroughbred with an English father

and Ghanaian mother- were transferred to Aburi and later to Dodowa. Liberty and

Seabird, who were transferred to these eastern regional towns which receives better

rainfall and have cooler temperatures than Accra, suffered a bad plight. In Aburi eight

horses died. This compelled the owner to explore the weather of Dodowa for a better life.

Here, two of the best springing horses in Ghana, Liberty and Seabird, sadly failed to

endure the weather and insects. They both died.

According Mr. Alhassan, who has said he has been with horses over three decades, since

the horses were forced out of the stable making way for the construction of the hotel

more than 40 of them lost their lives. Currently they don’t enjoy good feed, medication

and exercise. According to him, the cost of feed has gone so high, and they can’t provide

“normal” feeding when the animals are idling. The horses are no longer providing them

with any income to enable them to meet the market cost of prescribed feeding for racing

horses.

While I was there at the present resting place of the horses which is a street side thing;

one Umar who claimed to be a horse owner and a vet administered some drug by injecting

it into the horse. According to Umar he has no money to hire the services of vets, the

reason for which he is treating the horses himself. Speaking Hausa to me he said, he has

been doing this for the past one year and five months.  

The owners and jockeys-numbering 400- are however not discouraged; they said they will

not relent their efforts until they reclaim their rightful position. They will petition every

corridor of power, and with other stakeholders to enable to get a befitting place for the

animals to avoid this cruelty that is meted out to the horses.  Meanwhile, I will continue to

visit and check on all the horses, but with a special eye for Amanda. 
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